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Abstract27

The extreme Arctic sea ice minima in the 21st century have been attributed to28

multiple factors, such as anomalous atmospheric circulation, excess solar radiation29

absorbed by open ocean, and thinning sea ice in a warming world. Most likely it is the30

combination of these factors that drive the extreme sea ice minima, but it has not been31

quantified, how the factors rank in setting the conditions for these events. To address32

this question, the sea ice budget of an Arctic regional sea ice-ocean model forced by33

atmospheric reanalysis data is analyzed to assess the development of the observed sea34

ice minima. Results show that the ice area difference in the years 2012, 2019, and35

2007 is driven to over 60% by the difference in summertime sea ice area loss due to36

air-ocean heat flux over open water. Other contributions are small. For the years 201237

and 2020 the situation is different and more complex. The air-ice heat flux causes38

more sea ice area loss in summer 2020 than in 2012 due to warmer air temperatures,39

but this difference in sea ice area loss is compensated by reduced advective sea ice40

loss out of the Arctic Ocean mainly caused by the relaxation of the Arctic Dipole. The41

difference in open water area in early August leads to different air-ocean heat fluxes,42

which distinguishes the sea ice minima in 2012 and 2020. Further, sensitivity43

experiments indicate that both the atmospheric circulation associated with the Arctic44

Dipole and extreme storms are essential conditions for a new low record of sea ice45

extent.46

47
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1. Introduction48

Over the past decades, the Arctic summertime sea ice thickness has declined49

substantially as documented in submarine and satellite records (Kwok and Rothrock,50

2009; Kwok, 2018; Bi et al., 2018), and the shrinking and thinning of the Arctic sea51

ice has led to a transition from a multiyear ice-dominated Arctic towards a first-year52

ice-dominated Arctic due to Arctic amplification (Maslanik et al., 2011; Serreze and53

Barry 2011; Lindsay and Schweiger, 2015; Lang et al., 2017). This has had a54

significant impact on the lower latitude atmospheric circulation patterns (Cohen et al.,55

2014; Francis and Vavrus, 2015; Barnes and Polvani, 2015), for example, the sea ice56

loss is thought to induce increased summer precipitation in northern Europe (Screen et57

al. 2013). Drastic sea ice decline can also greatly affect the Arctic flora and fauna58

(Meier et al., 2014), native communities (Hovelsrud et al., 2008; Rasmussen, 2011),59

and remote Eurasian climate (Gao et al., 2015). According to the National Snow and60

Ice Data Center (NSIDC) Sea Ice Index (Fetterer et al., 2017), the Arctic sea ice61

extent was at the record minima during summers 2012, 2020, 2019, 2016, and 2007 in62

ascending order (Figure 1). Studying the mechanisms responsible for these extreme63

sea ice minima can improve our understanding of the overall processes driving64

seasonal sea ice loss and the potential implications of the historical sea ice record for65

future evolution.66

Indeed, previous studies have already identified some dynamical (Serreze et al.,67

2003; Rigor and Wallace, 2004; L’ Heureux et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009; Woodgate68

et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2017) and thermodynamical (Lindsay and69
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Zhang, 2005; Perovich et al., 2008, 2011; Graversen et al., 2011; Flocco et al., 2012;70

Zhang et al., 2008, 2013) mechanisms responsible for the sea ice decline in the past71

decades. By the dynamical mechanisms, the Arctic Dipole (AD) atmospheric72

circulation, which is characterized by negative sea level pressure anomalies over the73

Siberian Arctic and positive sea level pressure anomalies over the Beaufort Sea-North74

America-Greenland (Wu et al., 2005), favored an enhanced mean meridional wind75

across the Arctic and directly gave rise to the sea ice loss (Wang et al., 2009) through76

mechanically pushing sea ice towards Fram Strait. The anomalous AD atmospheric77

circulation prevailed in every early summer from 2007 to 2012 (Ogi and Wallace,78

2012; Overland et al., 2012) and thereby maintained the low sea ice extents.79

Thermodynamically, starting from low sea ice extent in the previous summer, the sea80

ice cover formed in the previous autumn and winter is dominated by first-year ice that81

is thin and vulnerable to changes in atmospheric and oceanic forcing and easy to melt82

in the following summer, primarily driven by the stronger ice-albedo feedback (Curry83

et al., 1995) in the presence of more open water (Kay et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2010;84

Stroeve et al., 2012). Low sea ice extents were also further reduced by northward85

oceanic heat transport through the Bering Strait driven by the strong AD winds86

(Woodgate et al., 2010), accelerating the drastic thinning of sea ice (Steele et al., 2004;87

Shimada et al., 2006; Comiso and Hall, 2014; Kwok, 2018). In addition, the88

near-surface temperature maximum layer at a typical depth of 25-35 m also has the89

potential to induce sea ice basal melt (Jackson et al., 2010). In 2020, a warm air90

temperature anomaly also contributed to the record-low summer sea ice extent91
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(Ballinger et al., 2020).92

According to observational data (NSIDC; Fetterer et al., 2017), the Arctic sea ice93

extent in 2012 reached the record-low of 2007 in the last week of August and set a94

new record minimum of 3.41 × 106 km2 at the end of the melting season. The sea ice95

distribution in summer 2012 was affected by a strong storm, ‘the Great Arctic96

Cyclone of August 2012’ (Simmonds and Rudeva, 2012). To quantify the impact of97

this cyclone on the 2012 record-low Arctic sea ice extent, Zhang et al. (2013)98

employed a coupled ice-ocean model and found an intense sea ice bottom melt caused99

by increased upward ocean heat transport when the storm passed in early August 2012.100

However, Zhang et al. (2013) also suggested that it would have been possible to101

simulate a record-low summer sea ice minimum in 2012 even without the storm,102

implying that the atmospheric AD pattern may have been more important than the103

storm. In summer 2016, six distinct cyclones impacted the Arctic Ocean between 10104

August and 10 September (Yamagami et al., 2017), and some of them had comparable105

sizes and intensity but longer persistence compared to the ‘the Great Arctic Cyclone106

of August 2012’. However, the record-low sea ice extent in summer 2016 was still not107

as extreme as that in 2012. The AD time series in melting seasons between 2000 and108

2020 derived from the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA55; Kobayashi et al., 2015;109

Harada et al., 2016) data shows that the strength of the AD greatly reduces in summer110

2016 compared to that in summer 2012 (Figure 2), further indicating that a new low111

sea ice extent record is unlikely without favorable AD conditions.112

So far, multiple factors are thought to set the five record-low sea ice minima in113
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the 21st century, yet their relative importance and differences have not been114

quantitatively clarified. Furthermore, why wasn’t there any new record-low sea ice115

extent between 2013 and 2020? In this study, we employ a coupled Arctic regional sea116

ice-ocean model and conduct sensitivity experiments with a quantitative sea ice117

budget analysis, to clarify the relative roles of the dynamical and thermodynamical118

factors leading to the different sea ice minima in the 21st century. This paper is119

organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and experiment design.120

Evaluation of the model performance with respect to sea ice is shown in section 3.121

The sea ice budget analysis for the five sea ice minima is given in section 4. Section 5122

presents the result of the sensitivity runs. Discussion and conclusion are presented in123

section 6.124

125

2. Model and Experiment Description126

The coupled Arctic regional sea ice-ocean model used in this study is based on127

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm,128

Marshall et al., 1997; https://mitgcm.org), with a horizontal resolution of ~18 km129

(Losch et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2019). There are 420 × 384 horizontal grid points and130

50 vertical ocean layers, with intervals ranging from 10 m at the sea surface to 456 m131

at the bottom. The MITgcm contains a zero-layer thermodynamic-dynamic sea ice132

model (Losch et al., 2010). This model includes a prescribed sub-grid Ice Thickness133

Distribution (ITD) with 7 thickness categories following Hibler (1984). Sea ice134

ridging in convergent motion only changes net ice volume, but not the ice thickness135
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distribution (Castro-Morales et al., 2014). The prescribed ITD allows ice to form even136

when the mean ice thickness is large and thus reduces a low thickness bias. Due to the137

lack of thermal inertia, the zero-layer thermodynamics are known to overestimate the138

seasonal variations. The monthly open boundary conditions are derived from the139

Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean phase Ⅱ: high resolution global140

ocean and sea ice data synthesis (Menemenlis et al., 2008). Details of the141

parameterization settings can be found in Liang and Losch (2018).142

Initialized from climatological hydrography fields derived from the World Ocean143

Atlas 2005 (WOA05; Locarnini et al., 2006), the model is integrated repeatedly for 20144

model years driven by the climatological annual cycle atmospheric forcing data with145

3-hourly temporal resolution. The climatological atmospheric forcing data, denoted146

by Atmospheric Forcing Climatological State (AFCS), are derived from the average147

values of the JRA55 data between 1979 and 2013. The last days in leap years in the148

JRA55 data are simply excluded. The sea ice and ocean states on the last day of the 20149

model years are saved as restart files, denoted by Restart File Climatological State150

(RFCS), for one baseline experiment (Table 1). Initialized from the RFCS, the151

baseline run, denoted by CTRLRUN, is driven by 3-hourly JRA55 data from 1980 to152

2020. The modeled sea ice and ocean states are saved as daily averages. The sea ice153

and ocean states on 1 May 2007, 1 May 2012, and 1 May 2020 are denoted by RF07154

(Restart File on 1 May 2007), RF12 (Restart File on 1 May 2012), and RF20 (Restart155

File on 1 May 2020), respectively. These three restart files are used in eight sensitivity156

runs SENSR01 to SENSR08. As there is a strong spring sea ice barrier (Bushuk et al.,157
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2020), and summer sea ice extent directly links to sea ice state at the onset of melting158

season, our sensitivity runs are initialized from the different model states on 1 May.159

Each sensitivity run integrates for 5 months forced by a different atmospheric state.160

The detailed setting of the eight sensitivity runs is listed in Table 1. In general, they161

are designed to assess the relative importance of preconditioning sea ice state at the162

onset of the melting season and atmospheric condition in the melting season on the163

sea ice minima. Here, the atmospheric conditions from JRA55 are further classified164

into three typical states based on the strength of the AD (Figure 2): 1) the atmospheric165

state from 1 May 2020 to 1 October 2020 represents the normal atmospheric166

condition, i. e. the AD is very weak. 2) the atmospheric state from 1 May 2007 to 1167

October 2007 represents the extremely strong AD atmospheric condition. 3) the168

atmospheric state from 1 May 2012 to 1 October 2012 represents the normal AD169

atmospheric condition but with an extreme storm. Detailed information of170

inter-comparison among the eight sensitivity runs is presented in Section 5. For all171

sensitivity runs, daily model states are saved.172

173

3. Sea Ice Evaluation of the Baseline Experiment174

Since the atmospheric forcing data is changed from climatological fields to175

real-time fields, the basin mean upper 200 m ocean temperature of the CTRLRUN run176

reaches a quasi-equilibrium state after about 5-years of model adjustment (Figure 3a).177

The basin averaged sea ice concentration does not show any obvious adjustment178

features (Figure 3b) to the transient response to the atmospheric and oceanic forcing.179
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Since this study focuses on the sea ice evolution and the corresponding oceanic upper180

layer, we conclude that the model states after the adjustment period can be used in the181

analysis.182

To give a brief evaluation of the modeled sea ice in the CTRLRUN run, we183

compare the simulated sea ice extent and thickness with the satellite observations184

(Figure 4). The modeled sea ice extent evolution from 2002 to 2020 is compared to185

the daily observations derived from medium resolution passive microwave sea ice186

concentration data of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer series187

(AMSR-Earth Observing System and AMSR2; Pedersen et al., 2017). The AMSR sea188

ice concentration observations from June 2002 to May 2017 are processed under the189

umbrella of the European Space Agency-Climate Change Initiative (ESA-CCI; Meier190

et al., 2013) project. Due to the data gap between the service period of the AMSR-E191

and that of the AMSR2 after 2012, the sea ice concentration observations from192

October 2011 to July 2012 are unavailable. The AMSR sea ice concentration193

observations after May 2017 are processed by the University of Bremen using the194

ARTIST Sea Ice (ASI; Spreen et al., 2008) algorithm. The sea ice extent evolution in195

the CTRLRUN run agrees well with the satellite data. Moreover, the CTRLRUN run196

properly captures the five sea ice extent minima in the 21st century (Figure 4a), and197

the simulated values are largely consistent with the observations in summer 2007,198

2012, 2019, and 2020. However, our model simulated sea ice extent in summer 2016199

that is 0.8 × 106 km2 smaller than observed. The observed record-low sea ice extent in200

ascending order happened in 2012, 2020, 2019, 2016, and 2007. In the CTRLRUN201
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run, the modeled record-low sea ice extent in ascending order happens in 2012, 2016,202

2020, 2019, and 2007. We note that our model simulates a systematic lower sea ice203

extent in wintertime probably due to the modeled sea surface temperature bias in low204

latitudes in the model domain.205

The modeled monthly mean sea ice thickness evolution in the cold season from206

2002 to 2020 is evaluated against the observation derived from Envisat and Cryosat-2207

data. Here, the cold season includes the months from October to April of the next year.208

The observed sea ice thickness before May 2011 is provided by the Radar Altimeter-2209

instrument on the Envisat satellite (Hendricks et al., 2018) and processed in the210

ESA-CCI project. The observed sea ice thickness after September 2011 is provided by211

the Synthetic Aperture Interferometer Radar Altimeter instrument on the Cryosat-2212

satellite (Hendricks et al., 2018), in which the data before May 2017 are processed in213

the ESA-CCI project while the data after September 2017 are processed in the214

Alfred-Wegener-Institut (AWI) Sea Ice Radar ALtimetry (SIRAL) project. In general,215

the sea ice in CTRLRUN run is thinner than the observation, and the bias after 2007 is216

larger at the beginning of the freezing season than at the end of the freezing season217

(Figure 4b). Note that the observations are only available in some regions of the ice218

zone, thus no result relating to trends in sea ice thickness evolution can be derived219

from the comparison. Considering that the satellite observed sea ice thickness from220

radar altimetric instruments do have relatively large uncertainties (Ricker et al., 2014),221

the modeled sea ice thickness evolution may be still in a plausible range.222

To further assess our model, we compare the spatial distribution of the modeled223
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sea ice concentration with the AMSR observations on 24 September of the five years224

with record-low sea ice extent (Figure 5). The modeled sea ice distribution in 2007,225

2019, and 2020 in the CTRLRUN run is generally similar to the observations, yet the226

modeled sea ice distribution in 2012 has an unrealistic sea ice tongue appearing over227

the Mendeleyev Ridge (Figure 5a). The modeled sea ice extent bias in 2016 arises228

from the excessive melting in the Pacific sector of the Arctic (Figure 5g). In general,229

the simulated sea ice concentration is lower than in the observations. It is also worth230

noting that the sea ice concentration derived by the ASI algorithm (Figure 5e, 5f)231

shows systematically higher value compared to that of the ESA-CCI project, in part232

because the former is a near-real-time product while the latter is a reanalyzed product.233

234

4. Sea Ice Budget Analysis of the Baseline Experiment235

Although sea ice extent is used very often to quantify the change in Arctic sea ice236

cover, it does not allow a consistent budget analysis. If ordered by increasing size, the237

order of sea ice ice extent minima in the five summers is not the same as the order of238

sea ice area minima or sea ice volume minima. According to reanalysis data of the239

Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS; Zhang and240

Rothrock, 2003), the sea ice volume minimum in 2019 is lower than in 2012 and the241

year 2016 is not among the five lowest. Also, sea ice area minimum in 2019 is the 5th242

lowest and 2007 is the 3rd lowest, which is different from the order of sea ice extent243

minima. Since sea ice extent is more closely related to sea ice area than sea ice244

volume, we focus on analyzing the sea ice area budget. The sea ice volume budget is245
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included as a complementary analysis.246

The sea ice model in the MITgcm is a viscous-plastic dynamic and zero-layer247

thermodynamic model (Hibler, 1979, 1980; Zhang and Hibler, 1997). The so-called248

zero-layer thermodynamics assumes one layer of ice underneath one layer of snow.249

Neither snow nor ice have a heat capacity so that the vertical temperature gradient250

through the ice is constant. The snow layer affects sea ice thermodynamics by251

modifying the ice surface albedo and effective heat conductive coefficient. The snow252

can be flooded when enough snow accumulates on top of the ice and its weight253

submerges the ice. The sea ice model divides each grid area into two parts: the open254

water area and the ice-covered area. The fraction of the ice-covered area in the grid255

cell is sea ice concentration (C). In each bin, the sea ice rate of change is determined256

by the atmospheric heat flux on the ice surface, the oceanic heat flux on the ice257

bottom, the atmospheric heat flux on the sea surface in the open water area, the sea ice258

advection, and the sea ice deformation. Sea ice deformation can lead to ridge259

formation. In our model, the ridging processes are parameterized by simply capping260

sea ice concentration at 100% (Schulkes, 1995). To quantitatively diagnose the261

contribution of each term, we define a control region covering the Arctic basin (Figure262

6). In the control region with area S, the change of sea ice area (ΔA) and volume (ΔV)263

over the time interval (Δt) can be expressed as:264

ridging
advyadvx

aoaiio yx
A 

 








 (1)
265

yx
V advyadvx

flaoaiio 








 (2)

266
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where the variables (x, y) represent the two orthogonal axes in the model domain. The267

operator <> represents the integral over area S and time Δt, that is, <*>=Δt∫∫*dS.268

dS=dxdy is the area element of the integration. ωio, ωai, and ωao are the rates of269

change of sea ice concentration induced by the oceanic heat flux at the ice bottom, the270

atmospheric heat flux at the ice surface, and the atmospheric heat flux at the sea271

surface in the open water area, respectively. θio, θai, θao, and θfl are the rates of change272

of grid-mean sea ice thickness due to the oceanic heat flux at the ice bottom, the273

atmospheric heat flux at the ice surface, the atmospheric heat flux at the sea surface in274

the open water area, and the snow flooding term, respectively. (ψadvx, ψadvy) and (φadvx,275

φadvy) are the components of advection of sea ice concentration (C) and grid-mean sea276

ice thickness (H). <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> and <∂φadvx/∂x+∂φadvy/∂y> represent the net277

sea ice area and volume fluxes advected across the control region boundaries. In our278

simulations, the model outputs the ocean and sea ice states daily, so that Δt = 86400 s.279

Variables (ωio, ωai, ωao, θio, θai, θao, θfl, ψadvx, ψadvy, φadvx, φadvy) are directly saved by280

the model and <ωridging> is calculated as the residual term. <ωridging> mainly consists281

of the change of area by ridging processes. Sea ice ridging does not change the282

integrated ice volume, because it is only a volume redistribution, but the associated283

convergence does change the ice volume within the control region as ice can be284

moved across the boundaries. As this flux of ice volume over the boundaries is quite285

small compared to other terms, we ignore the sea ice volume change due to sea ice286

ridging in Eqs. 2.287

The growth-decay evolution of the sea ice area and volume in the control region288
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during 2006-2007, 2011-2012, 2015-2016, 2018-2019, and 2019-2020 are shown in289

Figure 7. For the onset sea ice conditions during the periods of interest, the sea ice290

area and volume are largest in September 2006 and lowest in September 2019. The291

sea ice condition in September 2011 is quite close to that in September 2018 in terms292

of area and volume. During the sea ice growth season, new ice continuously forms in293

open water area and so that the control region is fully covered by sea ice around 25294

December during the five periods of interest. However, the sea ice volume around 25295

December still shows significant divergence, with a minimum in 2019 and a296

maximum in 2006. Sea ice volume in the control region stops growing around 10 May.297

From May to September, the modeled largest sea ice area reduction during the five298

periods of interest is 5.62 × 106 km2 in 2016, followed by 5.54 × 106 km2 in 2012,299

5.42 × 106 km2 in 2020, 5.14 × 106 km2 in 2019, and 4.59 × 106 km2 in 2007.300

Although the modeled largest sea ice area reduction in summer 2016 exceeds the301

value in summer 2012, the modeled record-low sea ice extent in summer 2012 is still302

lower than that in summer 2016. From May to September, the modeled largest sea ice303

volume reduction in summer 2007, 2012, 2016, 2019, and 2020 are 11.99 × 103 km3,304

13.68 × 103 km3, 13.96 × 103 km3, 13.14 × 103 km3, and 13.37 × 103 km3,305

respectively.306

For the following discussion, the daily sea ice increments in the control region307

are broken down into their constituents (Eqs. 1 and 2) for a full growth-decay cycle308

during 2011-2012 (Figure 8). In the freezing season, the increase in sea ice area is309

dominated by the heat flux between the atmosphere and sea surface in the open water310
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area <ωao> term (magenta line in Figure 8a), implying that new ice continuously311

freezes when cold air blows over the relatively warm sea surface. The sea ice area312

growth due to atmosphere-ice heat flux <ωai> is nearly zero in the freezing season313

(green line in Figure 8a), meaning that the heat loss from the ice to the atmosphere314

leads to the increase in the ice thickness. The heat flux between ice bottom and ocean315

<ωio> term (blue line in Figure 8a) is a loss term to the sea ice area in all seasons. The316

<∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> term closely relates to the sea ice drift and the definition of the317

control domain. In the freezing season, the <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> term alternately318

shows net sea ice area input or output of the control region. In the melting season, the319

<∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> term tends to reduce the sea ice area due to the Transpolar320

Drift-induced sea ice advection toward Fram Strait (red line in Figure 8a).321

Furthermore, the <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> term shows relatively larger amplitude in322

wintertime than summertime, probably resulting from the advection of high sea ice323

concentration in wintertime. It is worth noting that the sea ice area lost through the324

ridging <ωridging> term (cyan line in Figure 8a) is comparable to that by the <ωio>325

term, indicating that sea ice ridging also plays an important role in the sea ice area326

reduction. In the melting season, the decrease of sea ice area is governed by the <ωai>,327

<ωao>, and <ωridging> terms. The <ωai> term can induce direct sea ice area loss from328

May to August when the sea ice in some grid cells are thin enough and the warm air329

can directly result melting the thin ice completely. The <ωao> term also creates a330

large reduction in the sea ice area by decreasing grid-cell averaged sea ice thickness.331

After sea ice has melted locally, the remaining heat warms the ocean, and then lateral332
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processes such as advection or horizontal diffusion in the ocean can move this heat333

underneath the ice in the neighboring grid cells where it can lead to more melting. In334

the Hibler model, the air-ocean heat flux is used to melt the thick sea ice laterally until335

there is no more ice in the grid cell. This is based on the assumption that the heat in336

the ocean is immediately distributed within the grid cell and that the grid cell remains337

at the freezing temperature as long as there is some ice. Only if there is heat left after338

all ice is melted, the ocean is actually warmed by the air-ocean heat flux.339

In all seasons, the sea ice volume change is mainly dominated by the340

atmosphere-ice heat flux <θai> (green line in Figure 8b) and the heat flux between the341

atmosphere and sea surface in the open water area <θao> (magenta line in Figure 8b)342

terms. The <θai> and <θao> terms create comparable sea ice volume increments from343

September to October. Along with new ice continuously forming in the freezing344

season, the fraction of totally ice-covered area in the control region also increases, so345

that the <θai> term is obviously larger than the <θao> term from November to May.346

During the period from June to September, the large sea ice volume loss is primarily347

caused by the <θai> term. Thereafter, the <θao> term starts to result in sea ice volume348

loss in the expanding open water area. Like <ωio>, <θio> (blue line in Figure 8b) also349

acts to reduce the sea ice volume in all seasons. The <ωio> and <θio> terms peak in350

late autumn and early winter, because during this period the sea ice growth rate stays351

at a high level leaving dense (saline) surface water behind. The dense surface water352

leads to increased vertical convection and upward oceanic turbulent heat flux yielding353

more basal ice melt. Note that the enhanced sea ice area and volume losses during354
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6-10 August are caused by the ‘the Great Arctic Cyclone of August 2012’, which355

enhanced the sea ice basal and surface melting by the drastic wind-driven upper ocean356

mixing and heat fluxes from warm air to open water surface. The changes in ice357

volume due to the <θfl> and <∂φadvx/∂x+∂φadvy/∂y> terms are small compared to the358

thermodynamical terms.359

To determine the contributions to the record-low sea ice extent minima, we360

calculated the accumulated sea ice area increments from 1 May in the five summers361

(Figure 9). As a first observation, the accumulated sea ice area loss due to <ωao>362

determines the record-low sea ice extent in summer 2007, 2012, and 2019 (red, green,363

cyan lines in Figure 9d). The relatively large sea ice thickness as presented in sea ice364

volume evolution (Figure 7b) in May 2007 sets the initial conditions so that the365

record-low sea ice extent in 2007 is still substantially highest in these five years. The366

sea ice area in the middle of July in 2007 is significantly higher than that in 2012 by367

approximately 0.5 × 106 km2 (red, cyan lines in Figure 9a), and thus less solar368

radiation enters into the ocean through open water area in ice zone in the rest of the369

melting season of 2007. As a consequence, the record-low sea ice extent in summer370

2007 is substantially higher than the other years. The sea ice area difference between371

summer 2019 and summer 2012 amplified around 10 August (red, green lines in372

Figure 9a), thereafter solar radiation entering into the ocean through open water areas373

in the ice zone contributes to the record-low sea ice extent in these two years, while374

the accumulated sea ice area losses due to the <ωai> and <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> terms375

before 10 August in these two years are almost the same (red, green lines in Figure 9c,376
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9e).377

Between summer 2012 and summer 2020, large differences exist in the378

accumulated sea ice area loss due to the <ωai> and <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> terms (red,379

blue lines in Figure 9c, 9e), and a moderate difference exists in the accumulated sea380

ice area loss due to the <ωao> term (red, blue lines in Figure 9d). Figure 7b shows sea381

ice volume in the control region on 1 May 2020 is lower than that on 1 May 2012,382

indicating that the basin-scale Arctic sea ice on 1 May 2020 is thinner than that on 1383

May 2012. The relatively thinner ice is easy to melt entirely, especially under384

anomalous warm air condition in summer 2020. Thus the atmosphere-ice surface heat385

flux generates more sea ice area loss by directly melting the thin ice at the ice surface386

in summer 2020 than that in summer 2012. This part of difference of sea ice area loss387

due to ice surface melting is compensated by the enhanced sea ice advection out of388

the control region in summer 2012, mainly due to the strengthened Transpolar Drift389

driven by atmospheric circulation. Along with the different expanding speeds of open390

water area in summer 2012 and 2020, more solar radiation enters the ice zone through391

open water area in summer 2012 and enhances the sea ice area loss.392

Figure 9b shows that the strongest accumulated sea ice area loss due to the393

<ωio> term occurs in summer 2016 and followed by that in summer 2012 (black and394

red lines in Figure 9b). Figure 7b indicates that the basin-scale Arctic sea ice on 1395

May 2012/2016 is thicker than that on 1 May 2019/2020. Compared to 2019 and 2020,396

the relatively thicker ice in summer 2012 and summer 2016 should take longer to melt,397

and slow down the expanding open water area. However, the accumulated sea ice area398
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losses due to the <ωao> term in summer 2012 and summer 2016 are also relatively399

large (black and red lines in Figure 9d). This can be attributed to six distinct cyclones400

impacting the western Arctic Ocean between 10 August and 10 September 2016401

(Yamagami et al., 2017). At least one of the cyclones was comparable in size and402

intensity to ‘the Great Arctic Cyclone of August 2012’, but was more persistent. The403

activities of the cyclones strongly perturb the sea ice and upper ocean and lead to sea404

ice deformation and ocean mixing, further inducing enhanced sea ice basal melting.405

Although basin-scale sea ice thickness in summer 2019 is close to that in summer406

2020 (Figure 7b), the accumulated sea ice area loss due to the <ωai> term at the end407

of summer 2020 is largely higher than that at the end of summer 2019 (blue and green408

lines in Figure 9c). This results partly from the significantly higher air temperature in409

summer 2020 than in previous years (Ballinger et al., 2020), which increases ice410

surface melting by intensified sensible heat flux from air to ice surface. The411

accumulated sea ice area loss due to <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y> term shows intermittently412

decreasing signals with small values in 2020 and large values in 2007 and 2012413

(Figure 9e), probably originating from the relaxation of the AD after 2012. The414

accumulated sea ice area loss due to the <ωridging> term in summer 2007 is very415

different from the other four summers (Figure 9f).416

Integrated from the beginnings of the five periods, the largest accumulated sea417

ice volume gain until 1 May occurs in 2019-2020 while the smallest gain occurs in418

2006-2007, and their difference reaches approximately 2.9 × 103 km3 (blue and cyan419

bars of the Σ(ΔV) term in Figure 10a). It implies a negative feedback commonly420
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referred to the ice thickness-ice growth feedback (Notz and Bitz, 2017), that is,421

thinner ice in later autumn supports larger conductive heat fluxes through the ice-air422

interface in the following winter and spring, and eventually leads to larger ice-growth423

rates (blue and cyan bars of the Σ(<θai>) term in Figure 10a). During the five periods424

of interest, the accumulated sea ice volume loss until 1 September due to sea ice basal425

melt ranges from 2.9 × 103 km3 in 2006-2007 to 3.4 × 103 km3 in 2015-2016 (the426

Σ(<θio>) term in Figure 10b). The accumulated sea ice volume loss until 1 September427

due to the sea ice advection term is large in 2006-2007 and 2018-2019, and small in428

2011-2012 (the Σ(<∂φadvx/∂x+∂φadvy/∂y>) term in Figure 10b).429

430

5. The Absence of A New Record-Low Sea Ice Extent Post-2012431

The shrinking and thinning of the Arctic sea ice in the past decades432

preconditioned the 2007 sea ice extent minimum (Kwok, 2007; Lindsay et al., 2009).433

The persistent atmospheric AD pattern in every early summer from 2007 to 2012 (Ogi434

and Wallace, 2012; Overland et al., 2012) contributes to the record-low sea ice extents435

in 2007 and 2012, and to the summertime low sea ice extents between these two years.436

The Arctic sea ice in May continuously thins from 2012 to 2020 (Figure 7b). Why437

does this thinning not lead to new record-low sea ice extents after 2012?438

In our sensitivity runs, a comparison between the SENSR01, SENSR02 runs, and439

the model states in summer 2012 in the CTRLRUN run (blue, green, and black lines440

in Figure 11) implies the importance of preconditioning sea ice state at the onset of441

the melting season on sea ice minima under normal AD atmospheric condition with an442
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extreme storm. The RF07, RF12, RF20 represent three sea ice conditions: heavy ice443

state, moderate ice state, mild ice state (Figure 7b, Table 1). The result shows that a444

new record-low sea ice extent will occur if the normal AD in conjunction with an445

extreme storm reemerges with a mild ice state at the onset of melting season in the446

previous 2 years.447

The differences between the SENSR03 and SENSR04 runs (purple and orange448

lines in Figure 11) indicate the importance of preconditioning sea ice state at the onset449

of melting season on sea ice minima under extremely strong AD atmospheric450

conditions. The result shows that without extreme storms, the extremely strong AD451

summertime atmospheric conditions do not create a new record-low sea ice extent452

independent of the sea ice state being moderate or mild at the onset of the melting453

season.454

The differences between the SENSR03, SENSR05, SENSR06 runs, and the455

CTRLRUN run in summer 2012 (purple, red, brown, and black lines in Figure 11)456

underline the importance of summertime atmospheric conditions, as well the relative457

influences of an extreme storm, for sea ice minima under moderate sea ice condition.458

The result shows that with a moderate ice state at the onset of the melting season, the459

normal AD in conjunction with an extreme storm has the greatest potential of460

inducing sea ice minima, followed by the extremely strong AD condition, and the461

normal condition (black, purple, and red lines in Figure 11). Furthermore, the extreme462

storm contributes greatly to the record-low sea ice extent in 2012: the storm-induced463

sea ice extent reduction is close to 0.26 × 106 km2 (brown and black lines in Figure464
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11).465

Finally, comparing the SENSR07 run and the CTRLRUN run in summer 2012466

(pink and black lines in Figure 11) shows that even though there is an extreme storm467

analogous to ‘the Great Arctic Cyclone of August 2012’ in summer 2020, the468

minimum sea ice extent in 2020 is not lower than the record-low sea ice extent in469

2012. The differences between the SENSR02, SENSR08 runs and the CTRLRUN run470

in summer 2012 (green, gray, and black lines in Figure 11) show that without extreme471

storms, the normal AD summertime atmospheric condition will not lead to a new472

record-low sea ice extent with a mild ice state at the onset of the melting season.473

These results indicate that both the AD atmospheric circulation and extreme storms474

are essential conditions for a new record-low sea ice extent in recent years.475

476

6. Discussion and Conclusion477

Based on a sea ice budget analysis of a coupled Arctic sea ice-ocean model478

simulation, the contributions of the main drivers to the extreme sea ice minima in the479

21st century are assessed quantitatively. These drivers include atmospheric heat fluxes480

over ice and ocean, heat flux between ice and ocean, sea ice export out of the Arctic481

Ocean, and sea ice ridging. Our results show that the dominant driver, which directly482

determines the difference in the record-low sea ice areas among 2012, 2019, and 2007,483

is the difference in the summertime sea ice area loss due to the air-ocean heat flux in484

open water fraction, while the contributions from other factors are small. The485

relatively thicker sea ice in May 2007 leads to the relatively later occurrence of open486
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water area in the Arctic Ocean and thus less solar radiation absorbed by the open487

water area in the ice zone in the remaining melting period. The thick ice condition at488

the onset of the melting season in 2007 preconditions that the record-low sea ice489

extent in 2007 can be easily broken by a new low record along with the continuous490

trend of sea ice decline. The difference of the open water area in the ice zone between491

summer 2012 and summer 2019 increases after 10 August, thereafter the air-ocean492

heat fluxes induce different sea ice area losses in the two rest melting periods. The493

main drivers determining the difference of the record-low sea ice areas between 2012494

and 2020 are more complicated. Compared with summer 2012, the air-ice heat flux495

generates more sea ice area loss in summer 2020 due to warmer air temperature496

(Ballinger et al., 2020), however, this part of increased sea ice area loss is497

compensated by the smaller sea ice area loss due to sea ice advection out of the Arctic498

Ocean, which is caused by the relaxation of Transpolar Drift driven by atmospheric499

circulation. Along with the different expansion rates of open water area in the ice zone,500

the difference in the air-ocean heat fluxes between summer 2012 and summer 2020501

contributes to the two sea ice minima.502

A question arises that why the summertime sea ice extent after 2012 does not503

create a new low record. Olonscheck et al. (2019) proposed that the Arctic sea ice504

variability is primarily governed by atmospheric temperature, and suggested that the505

observed record lows in Arctic sea ice area are a direct response to an warm506

atmosphere. Lukovich et al. (2021) suggested that the differences in the location and507

timing of extreme summertime storms in 2012 and 2016 determine their relative508
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contributions to the two sea ice extent minima. ‘The Great Arctic Cyclone of August509

2012’ is also found to be important for reaching the historical record-low sea ice510

extent in the satellite era. Based on our sensitivity experiments, we find that both the511

AD atmospheric circulation and extreme storms are essential conditions for a new low512

record of sea ice extent in recent two years. The atmospheric condition in the513

summers after 2012 does not lead to a lower sea ice extent record than that in summer514

2012, because the extreme storm activity is low or the Arctic Dipole is weak. Note515

that the conclusions derived from the comparison of the sensitivity runs are plausible.516

For example, the storm activities in summer 2016 induce more sea ice area loss than517

that by the storm activities in summer 2012, if the storm activities in summer 2016518

reemerges in summer 2020, a new low sea ice extent may break the 2012 record519

despite the reduced Arctic Dipole atmospheric circulation. Along with the likely520

continuous sea ice thinning in the future, a new low sea ice extent record seems to be521

easily possible if the Arctic Dipole strengthens again along with an extreme storm.522

Experimental design and imperfect model physics may lead to biases. For523

example, replacing atmospheric data for Aug 1-15, 2012 by the 2007-2012 mean state524

could be improved, and there is a systematic bias between the modeled sea ice525

distribution and the observations, in both sea ice thickness and wintertime extent.526

Some of the model biases, for example in sea ice extent, can be attributed to527

atmospheric and oceanic forcing. Persistent biases in thickness are also a result of528

model physics. In our comparison with satellite data, the model consistently529

underestimates ice thickness probably because there is too little ice to start with after530
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too much summertime melting. In almost all cases, however, the ice thickness falls531

within the estimated errors of the satellited data and the seasonal cycle matches the532

observations.533

The simulated summer sea ice extent is generally consistent with the AMSR data534

with a tendency to underestimate the sea ice concentration (Figure 5). In 2012 and535

2016, this ice area underestimation is stronger leading to too low ice extent and536

spurious features such as an ice tongue in 2012 and disjunct areas of sea ice in 2016.537

The overly strong melting in 2012 and 2016 may be attributed to the use of a538

zero-layer thermodynamic model without heat capacity. This model is known to539

exaggerate the seasonal cycle of ice thickness and to lead to a too early onset of540

melting (Semtner, 1976; Losch et al., 2010). Strong meteorological events are likely541

to amplify this effect. This implies a connection between strong winds and too much542

melting, for example, when strong winds increase the turbulent heat fluxes. Once the543

ice is too thin, the ice strength is too low leading to additional deformation, which in544

convergence may reduce the ice extent even further. The general underestimation of545

sea ice concentration in the model will exaggerate the kinematic response of the sea546

ice to wind forcing, potentially amplify the sea ice loss due to ridging process. The547

negative ice thickness bias at the onset of melting season results in open water548

probably appearing earlier in summertime in the model than in observations. This549

may amplify the contribution of the air-ocean heat flux in sea ice area loss.550

Our conclusions are drawn from differences between experiments so that the551

effect of the model bias is reduced. Still, the problem is nonlinear and a thin ice bias552
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may exaggerate some effects. Keeping this in mind, our conclusions may provide553

some insight into the future sea ice evolution. Keen et al. (2021) pointed out that there554

is probably a lack of diversity in implemented sea ice model physics, at least in most555

of the CMIP6 models. If more sophisticated sea ice model physics and a larger range556

of different model physics were available this could enhance our confidence in557

predicting Arctic sea ice extreme event. Meanwhile it is worth noting that the Arctic558

sea ice is an element in global climate system, and its evolution is intimately linked to559

the tropics and mid-latitudes (Tietsche et al., 2011; Winton, 2011; Swart et al., 2015;560

Baxter et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Bi et al., 2021). Predicting the Arctic sea ice561

extreme event also relies on numerical models being able to simulate large climate562

variability on local and large scales.563

564

565

566
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Figure Captions822

Figure 1. Observed September sea ice edge. The red, blue, orange, green, purple and823

black lines represent the sea ice edge of 2012, 2020, 2019, 2016, 2007 and the824

1987-2019 mean, respectively. The sea ice edge of 2020 is derived from the UB825

AMSR ASI data. Others are derived from the NSIDC passive microwave sea ice826

concentration climate data record. UB = University of Bremen. AMSR = Advanced827

Microwave Scanning Radiometer. ASI = ARTIST Sea Ice. NSIDC = National Snow828

and Ice Data Center.829

830

Figure 2. The AD time series in melting seasons (May-September) from 2000 to 2020.831

The solid line denotes the AD time series. The dashed line denotes one standard832

deviation of the AD time series. The AD index is calculated as the time series of the833

2nd leading mode from the Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis applied to the834

monthly mean sea level pressure in the regions north of 60 °N in the JRA55 data.835

JRA55 = Japanese 55-year Reanalysis.836

837

Figure 3. Evolution of basin mean (a) upper 200-m averaged ocean temperature in ℃838

and (b) sea ice concentration in the CTRLRUN run.839

840

Figure 4. (a) Evolution of sea ice extent from 2002 to 2020 in 106 km2. The black841

solid, red solid and red dashed lines represent the sea ice extent in the CTRLRUN run,842

the AMSR ESA-CCI and AMSR ASI data, respectively (b) Evolution of monthly843
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mean sea ice thickness in the cold season from 2002 to 2020 in meters. The black844

diamond, red square, red “x” and red triangle represent the sea ice thickness in the845

CTRLRUN run, ENVISAT ESA-CCI, CRYOSAT2 ESA-CCI and CRYOSAT2846

SIRAL data, respectively. The red bars represent the observational uncertainty. AMSR847

= Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer. ESA-CCI = European Space848

Agency-Climate Change Initiative. ASI = ARTIST Sea Ice. SIRAL = AWI Sea Ice849

Radar Altimetry.850

851

Figure 5. Modeled and observed sea ice concentration on 24 September. (a, d), (b, e),852

(c, f), (g, i) and (h, j) show the (modeled, observed) sea ice concentration of 2012,853

2020, 2019, 2016 and 2007, respectively. The observations are derived from the854

AMSR sea ice concentration data. AMSR = Advanced Microwave Scanning855

Radiometer.856

857

Figure 6. Domain of the control region used in sea ice budget analysis. The red lines858

represent the boundaries of the control region.859

860

Figure 7. Evolution of sea ice (a) area in 106 km2 and (b) volume in 103 km3 in the861

control region in the CTRLRUN run. The cyan, red, black, green and blue lines862

represent the growth-decay evolution during 2006-2007, 2011-2012, 2015-2016,863

2018-2019 and 2019-2020, respectively.864

865
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Figure 8. Daily increments of sea ice (a) area in 104 km2 and (b) volume in km3 in the866

control region from September 2011 to September 2012 in the CTRLRUN run. The867

blue, green, magenta, red, cyan, and black lines in the top panel represent the <ωio>,868

<ωai>, <ωao>, <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y>, <ωridging>, and ΔA term, respectively. The blue,869

green, magenta, yellow, red, and black lines in the bottom panel represent the <θio>,870

<θai>, <θao>, <θfl>, <∂φadvx/∂x+∂φadvy/∂y>, and ΔV term, respectively.871

872

Figure 9. Accumulated sea ice area increments in 106 km2 from 1 May due to (a) ΔA,873

(b) <ωio>, (c) <ωai>, (d) <ωao>, (e) <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y>, and (f) <ωridging> in the874

control region in the CTRLRUN run. The cyan, red, black, green, and blue lines875

represent the decay evolution during 2006-2007, 2011-2012, 2015-2016, 2018-2019,876

and 2019-2020, respectively.877

878

Figure 10. Accumulated sea ice volume increments in 103 km3 from 1 September of879

the previous year to (a) 1 May and (b) 1 September. The cyan, red, black, green, and880

blue bars represent the sea ice volume budget terms in 2006-2007, 2011-2012,881

2015-2016, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, respectively. The snow flooding terms are not882

shown because they are negligible.883

884

Figure 11. Comparison of the modeled sea ice extent evolution from 1 May in 106 km2885

in the control region between the baseline and sensitivity runs. The black line denotes886

the evolution in 2012 in the CTRLRUN run. The blue, green, purple, orange, red,887
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brown, pink and gray lines represent the evolution in the sensitivity run 01 to 08,888

respectively.889
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890

Figure 1. Observed September sea ice edge. The red, blue, orange, green, purple and891

black lines represent the sea ice edge of 2012, 2020, 2019, 2016, 2007 and the892

1987-2019 mean, respectively. The sea ice edge of 2020 is derived from the UB893

AMSRASI data. Others are derived from the NSIDC passive microwave sea ice894

concentration climate data record. UB = University of Bremen. AMSR =Advanced895

Microwave Scanning Radiometer. ASI = ARTIST Sea Ice. NSIDC = National Snow896

and Ice Data Center.897

898

899
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900

Figure 2. The AD time series in melting seasons (May-September) from 2000 to 2020.901

The solid line denotes the AD time series. The dashed line denotes one standard902

deviation of the AD time series. The AD index is calculated as the time series of the903

2nd leading mode from the Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis applied to the904

monthly mean sea level pressure in the regions north of 60 °N in the JRA55 data.905

JRA55 = Japanese 55-year Reanalysis.906
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907

Figure 3. Evolution of basin mean (a) upper 200-m averaged ocean temperature in ℃908

and (b) sea ice concentration in the CTRLRUN run.909

910
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911

Figure 4. (a) Evolution of sea ice extent from 2002 to 2020 in 106 km2. The black912

solid, red solid and red dashed lines represent the sea ice extent in the CTRLRUN run,913

the AMSR ESA-CCI and AMSR ASI data, respectively (b) Evolution of monthly914

mean sea ice thickness in the cold season from 2002 to 2020 in meters. The black915

diamond, red square, red “x” and red triangle represent the sea ice thickness in the916

CTRLRUN run, ENVISAT ESA-CCI, CRYOSAT2 ESA-CCI and CRYOSAT2917

SIRAL data, respectively. The red bars represent the observational uncertainty. AMSR918

= Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer. ESA-CCI = European Space919

Agency-Climate Change Initiative. ASI = ARTIST Sea Ice. SIRAL = AWI Sea Ice920

Radar Altimetry.921

922
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923

Figure 5. Modeled and observed sea ice concentration on 24 September. (a, d), (b, e),924

(c, f), (g, i) and (h, j) show the (modeled, observed) sea ice concentration of 2012,925

2020, 2019, 2016 and 2007, respectively. The observations are derived from the926

AMSR sea ice concentration data. AMSR = Advanced Microwave Scanning927

Radiometer.928

929
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930

Figure 6. Domain of the control region used in sea ice budget analysis. The red lines931

represent the boundaries of the control region.932

933
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934

Figure 7. Evolution of sea ice (a) area in 106 km2 and (b) volume in 103 km3 in the935

control region in the CTRLRUN run. The cyan, red, black, green and blue lines936

represent the growth-decay evolution during 2006-2007, 2011-2012, 2015-2016,937

2018-2019 and 2019-2020, respectively.938

939

940
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941

Figure 8. Daily increments of sea ice (a) area in 104 km2 and (b) volume in km3 in the942

control region from September 2011 to September 2012 in the CTRLRUN run. The943

blue, green, magenta, red, cyan, and black lines in the top panel represent the <ωio>,944

<ωai>, <ωao>, <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y>, <ωridging>, and ΔA term, respectively. The blue,945

green, magenta, yellow, red, and black lines in the bottom panel represent the <θio>,946

<θai>, <θao>, <θfl>, <∂φadvx/∂x+∂φadvy/∂y>, and ΔV term, respectively.947

948
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949

Figure 9. Accumulated sea ice area increments in 106 km2 from 1 May due to (a) ΔA,950

(b) <ωio>, (c) <ωai>, (d) <ωao>, (e) <∂ψadvx/∂x+∂ψadvy/∂y>, and (f) <ωridging> in the951

control region in the CTRLRUN run. The cyan, red, black, green, and blue lines952

represent the decay evolution during 2006-2007, 2011-2012, 2015-2016, 2018-2019,953

and 2019-2020, respectively.954

955

956
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957

Figure 10. Accumulated sea ice volume increments in 103 km3 from 1 September of958

the previous year to (a) 1 May and (b) 1 September. The cyan, red, black, green, and959

blue bars represent the sea ice volume budget terms in 2006-2007, 2011-2012,960

2015-2016, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, respectively. The snow flooding terms are not961

shown because they are negligible.962
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963

Figure 11. Comparison of the modeled sea ice extent evolution from 1 May in 106 km2964

in the control region between the baseline and sensitivity runs. The black line denotes965

the evolution in 2012 in the CTRLRUN run. The blue, green, purple, orange, red,966

brown, pink and gray lines represent the evolution in the sensitivity run 01 to 08,967

respectively.968

969
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Table 1. Experiment details. AFMS = Atmospheric Forcing Mean State between 2007970

and 2012; RFCS = Restart File Climatological State; RF07 = Restart File on 1 May971

2007; RF12 = Restart File on 1 May 2012; RF20 = Restart File on 1 May 2020;972

JRA55 = Japanese 55-year Reanalysis.973

Experiment ID Data Length Initial Field
Atmospheric Forcing (3-hourly JRA55

reanalysis) data period

CTRLRUN 41 years RFCS 1980.01.01-2020.12.31

SENSR01 5 months RF07 2012.05.01-2012.10.01

SENSR02 5 months RF20 2012.05.01-2012.10.01

SENSR03 5 months RF12 2007.05.01-2007.10.01

SENSR04 5 months RF20 2007.05.01-2007.10.01

SENSR05 5 months RF12 2020.05.01-2020.10.01

SENSR06 5 months RF12
2012.05.01-2012.10.01 but data in 1-15

August is replaced by that in AFMS.

SENSR07 5 months RF20
2020.05.01-2020.10.01 but data in 1-15

August is replaced by that in 2012

SENSR08 5 months RF20
2012.05.01-2012.10.01 but data in 1-15

August is replaced by that in AFMS.

974
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